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Welcome to the Black
Execs Platform

The Official  Newsletter of Black Execs

Follow us 

Black_execs

Supporting the Black Community

We know during times of uncertainty COVID-19 is causing a

strain one Toronto’s  Black Business owners and their conscious

buyers. We recognize this and have curated the BlackExecs

platform to launch May 28th 2020; a directory central to the

Greater Toronto Area (GTA) filled with hundreds of Black

Business owners and entrepreneurs who continue to  provide

services and products locally.

 

To the Black Business Owner

 

No matter the industry every business is feeling the negative

impacts of COVID-19. Even the essential businesses and online

vendors who continue to provide services and products are

experiencing a shift from their typical consumer flow. For this

reason, BlackExecs has taken the time to highlight all Black

Owned Businesses in the GTA that are still accessible to meet

the essential needs of your buyers.
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 We have partnered with several businesses and

entrepreneurs to showcase their story. The aim is

to continue supporting Black businesses and

providing them with a platform to be easily

accessible to the general public. In turn the goal is

to increase sales of Black businesses, and brand

awareness in their communities. We can assure

you that every collaboration, promotion, marketing

strategy and post is with Black business’s best

interests at heart.

 

To the conscious consumer

 

COVID-19 has made it especially hard to continue

daily routines like before, or access regular

services. BlackExecs knows this, and will continue

to support you safely during these times.

BlackExecs is the hub for the conscious consumer

who’s looking to buy Black. The directory we have

curated has a diverse range of products and

services, we have also tailored listings to meet

your specific COVID-19 needs. Take a look on

www.blackexecs.com to find everything Black.

 

 

 

 

 

As we continue to build the BlackExecs brand,

we will continue to place Black businesses to the

forefront. Making them easy for you to find, but

also get to know. Look out for our partnerships

with Black businesses in the GTA, and keep up to

date with everything we have going on through

our social media outlets! 
 

To conclude, both conscious consumer and Black

Executives: BlackExecs is looking to capture 80%

of all active Black-Owned businesses in North

America, and be the centralized hub for

everything Black. BlackExecs is working towards

being the primary search engine for the

community to find everything Black owned, Black

associated, and Black related.

 

Black Execs Stay Connected. We Got You.

 

 

Contact us for any partnerships

you may be interested in pursuing,

or opportunities for collaboration:

blackexecs@gmail.com.


